When and Who
In force from 25th May 2018
Applies to everyone in Europe
Applies to every org that processes data about Europeans
Regulation = required to be implemented as is

Accountability
Understand, document, appoint Data Protection Officer

Data Protection by Design
Data minimization, anonymisation, pseudonyms

Legal basis
Legitimate interest, contract, consent ...

Security & Breaches
Protect data & notify breaches

Consent
Free, informed, positive action, revocable at any time

User Rights
Information, rectification, erasure, objection ...

A NEW HOPE

Code of Conduct (for T&I)
Data protection by design
Version 2.0 is GDPR compliant

R&E Entity Category
Enables minimal release of attributes to R&E SPs
Advice and guidance for GDPR available

Legitimate Interest
REFEDS 7-step assessment process for legitimate interests

SIRTFI
Security Incident Response Trust Framework for Federated Identity

T&I STRIKES BACK

Dataflow Example